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Introducing Mopec’s
Elite Line of Autopsy Tables
CE350 Salisbury Downdraft Autopsy Table

CE340 Windsor Autopsy Table

Mopec The Better Product People

CE350 Salisbury Downdraft Autopsy Table

CE350 shown with the following options:
• Elevation (CO030),
• Deep sink (CO033),
• Electrical outlet (CO032),
• HEPA filtration (CO034).

Downdraft Ventilation
Mopec is proud to offer a unique innovative pedestal style Downdraft Autopsy Table. As a standard feature, the
downdraft ventilation system greatly reduces harmful fumes from the work area. This highly efficient downdraft table
will make for a safer and more pleasant work environment.
Unique Airflow Body Grid Plates
The perforated body grid plates are engineered to maximize the downdraft airflow. The heavy-duty construction allows
for obese bodies.
Body Spray Hose
The hot and cold water spray hose is conveniently located under the work surface for accessibility. The extra long high
pressure hose allows complete rinsing of the table. The spray hose is fabricated of chrome-plated brass along with a
single lever mixing valve.
Table Top
Top is made of 14 gauge stainless steel with a #4 satin finish.
Weight Capacity
Weight capacity of 50 stones (700 pounds).

76 cm
(30 inches)

228 cm
(90 inches)

93.98 cm
(37 inches)

Standard table shown
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CE340 Windsor Autopsy Table

The Windsor Autopsy table offers a flat creased work surface with no obstructions. The contour raised perimeter edge
is designed to divert the fluids to the waste drain. The table top edge is rounded for effortless cleaning and allows easy
body placement and removal.
Body Spray Hose
The hot and cold water spray hose is conveniently located under the work surface for easy accessibility. The extra long
high pressure hose allows complete rinsing of the table. The sink spray is fabricated of chrome-plated brass along with
a single lever mixing valve.
Table Top
Top is made of 14 gauge stainless steel with a #4 satin finish.
Weight Capacity
Weight capacity of 50 stones (700 pounds).

228 cm
(90 inches)

93.98 cm
(37 inches)
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Available Options
Mopec’s new line of Elite Autopsy Tables can be manufactured with a variety of options. Each table is built to order allowing you great flexibility on design and functionality. Let the Mopec Solution work for you.

CO030 Elevation - Electrical
mechanism lift allows the
table to elevate from 81.28
cm (32") to 101.6 cm (40").
Available on both the CE340
and the CE350.

BL750 Disposal - 3/4 HP
230 volts/50 hz/1ph.
Disposal does not come with
vacuum breaker.

CO031 Elevation/Rotating Allows table to elevate 81.28
cm (32") to 101.6 cm (40")
and rotate 180°. Rotation not
sold independently of
elevation - option includes
both. Available on both the
CE340 and the CE350.

CO032 Electrical
Outlet - Watertight
G.F.C.I. receptacle
box.

CO033 Deep Sink - Extra
deep sink measuring 50.8
cm length (20") x 30.48 cm
wide (12") x 17.78 cm (7")
deep. Complete with two (2)
each faucets with wristblade
handles and aspirator.
Aspirator only available if
deep sink option is ordered.
NOTE: When this option is
ordered, the length of the
table will increase an extra
25.4 cm (10") in length to
254 cm (100") on both
CE340 and CE350.

CO034 HEPA Filtration HEPA Filtration controls dust
with fume evacuation. Easy
access for filter replacement.
Option available for CE350
only.
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